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Connecting With Stories
Through Writing
Veronica L. Daley
Story has long played an
important role in shaping my life.
From the time my mother read me
Dr. Seuss and taught me to read
when I was four, and throughout my
years as a bookworm and writer in
school, stories made a huge impact
on me. I'm sure it was during those
developmental years moving from
Laura Ingalls Wilder to Hermann
Hesse that my goal to become an
English teacher evolved. When I
first began teaching, I knew story
was important to me, and I wanted
to teach my students about it. As I
continued teaching, I realized that
story was already important to my
students, and they had a lot to teach
me about it if I would only listen.
Veronica
L.
Daley is enjoying
her tenth year of
teaching. Her
current assignment at Les Bois
Junior High in
Boise, Idaho, includes teaching
English, creative
writing, and
journalism, as
well as advising the Service Club and coaching
track. Her love of literature brought her to an
interest in weapons, and she fences with Salle
Boise Fencing Club. Ifyou would like to correspond with Veronica about this article, you may
writer her in care of Les Bois Junior High
School, 701 E. Boise Ave., Boise, ID 83706. Email daleyv@juno.com

Connecting my experiences
with writing to my interest in stories evolved after a summer spent
reading Robert Coles' The Call
Stories: Teaching and the Moral
Imagination, in
which the significance of
story's vital role
in the lives of
those he encounters is made
poignantly clear.
Coles' moving
account of how
he used story to
work with mental patients and instruct medical students unveiled
how important stories had been in
influencing me throughout my life.
While reading Robert Coles' story
I encountered Jerome Bruner, who
probes the psychology of the relationship between reading and writing in Actual Minds, Possible
Worlds. Bruner claims that when
an author creates a narrative, it does
not elicit a standard reaction from
the reader. The reaction comes from
whatever is most stimulated from
the reader's collected imaginations,
and "one cannot hope to 'explain'
the processes involved in such rewriting in any but an interpretive
way," according to Bruner; "all that

of

one can hope for is to interpret a
reader's interpretation in as detailed
and rich a way as psychologically
possible" (35).
Inspired by these ideas and
through connections I made
reading and
writing about
reader response
theory, writing
workshop practice, and reading-writing
connections, I
decided to conduct my,own research project. I
knew it was a journey into, what
was for me, the unknown, so I carried with me Maxine Hairston's
charge, "We have to do the hard
thing, examine the intangible process" (84), and I reminded myself
of Jerome Bruner's concession. I
wanted to discover how my students' connections revealed themselves to show story's importance
in their developing lives.
During the first quarter, Tinformed all of the students in my five
classes that I would be conducting
this research study during the year.
I collected initial surveys from all
of the students, and interviewed and
conferenced with them to decide on

I wanted to discover how
my students' connections
revealed themselves to
show story 's importance in
their developing lives.
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which twenty students I would concentrate. My first analysis of their
work was a cursory categorizing of
the types of connections I observed.
Throughout this period I regularly
noted in a log my observations as they
related to my research topic. On
cover sheets I questioned students
about their reading and writing
processes during their work on
self-selected writing assignments. These cover sheets
asked them how they came up
with ideas for each particular paper, and the students recorded
their answers to these questions
on this sheet which they turned
in with their papers. I audiotaped my individual conferences with
students in which I asked them to
elaborate on some of these responses.
During these conferences I tried to
delve more deeply into any connection issues I'd observed. I also audio-taped group work among students
which might reveal connections students were making in the course of
these group writing activities.
My next analysis of the data
involved a complete reading of the
contents of all twenty folders and
their accompanying journals. From
these twenty cases, I ultimately selected four students for complete case
study development. I chose the four
students because they were both representative in some way of the types
of connections I was seeing, and at
the same time demonstrated the various kinds of connections students
made. My four case studies are intended to provide diverse examples
in the students' ability levels, genders
and ways of connecting with stories.
After conducting the case studies in
which I closely examined the work
of a particular student throughout second and third quarters, I went back
to the data on all twenty students and

reexamined them closely for crosscase analysis.
First quarter literature focused on short stories from our classroom text, Prentice Hall Literature:
Gold, or copies of stories I provided
for them. The first six stories we read
were ideal for reviewing the elements

continued as we moved from short
stories to novels beginning with Hal
Borland's When the Legends Die. We
continued to identify the same elements that were used in short stories
in the novel, but we also began to
explore the patterns which, according to Joseph Campbell, recur in stories, and tried to identify these
patterns in Borland's novel about
a Native American boy raised by
his mother the old way, and then
forced to adapt to reservation life.
I directly taught the heroic quest
as a model, and displayed a chart
which illustrated the hero's departure, the trials, the threshold,
the symbolic death and rebirth,
and the return.
We constantly worked back
and forth, discussing the novel's importance to them personally, the relevance it had to the world in which
they lived and what it taught them as
writers about writing. Students began to recognize the quest as one in
which we all engage every day. They
know better than anyone the trials of
peer pressure, drugs, AIDS, developing sexuality, relationships, conflicts
with parents, teachers and bosses, the
pressure to excel, and survival. Adolescents undergo symbolic death and
rebirth in the leaving behind of childhood and the initiation into young
adulthood. The ethical dilemmas
they face almost constantly and the
moral decisions they make could be
truly heroic. Or, perhaps, using the
pattern of story, they will begin to see
their choices this way and come to
more noble resolutions. Students
were given time to complete another
writing assignment, again on a selfselected topic. I suggested that anyone having trouble thinking of what
to write about might try using the heroic quest model as a pattern to write
a fictional story about a hero, or a

A community of storytellers
developed in which reading
and writing became meaningful experiences.
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of short story, but reader response
became the more overtly taught lesson with "The Scarlet Ibis." Students
connected personally to parts of the
text ranging from the characters' sibling relationship to special places like
"Old-Woman Swamp" in the story's
setting. Students related to the main
character's acts of cruelty toward his
brother, because they'd been either
the perpetrators or recipients of such
cruelty. Students responded strongly
to the protagonist's loss of a loved
one. Students did not hesitate to tell
the class about their own families:
about their little sister who, like
Doodle, had died only a year ago due
to illness, about their grandfather who
bled profusely from the mouth when
he died, just like Doodle, or about the
guilt they felt knowing their father
died alone, like Doodle, in an airport
with no loved ones near. "The Scarlet Ibis" offered the framework upon
which the students could hang their
own stories and share the profound
experiences they needed to tell. A
community of storytellers developed
in which reading and writing became
meaningful experiences.
The use of reader response

personal story about their own lives choosing the subjects they wrote dents' real names] illustrated her deas they undergo all or part of a quest. about.
scriptive strengths when she wrote a
Students continued to
At this point, I asked students copy-change of a passage from James
freewrite in their journals, :but I also to write their own autobiographical Hurst's "The Scarlet Ibis." Andie's
asked them to use the journals. to pieces, personal narratives or mem- personal responses to the story, derecord personal responses as we read oirs. They used their journal entries scribed in her journal, detailed recent
To Kill a Mockingbird second quar- as rich resources of material from memories of the death of a family
ter. Reader response to this story be- which to choose, or they started from friend she'd felt very close to. Andie
came the almost exclusive focus as scratch if they liked. During this unit, used the same memories to replace
we read Harper Lee's novel together. students heard many of each others' Hurst's content while imitating his
In spite of the fact that this story takes stories in small-group and class dis- style:
place nearly sixty
"I'm intrigued
years ago, and in
that all this is
the South, students Don ' s reading-writing conversion is most dramati- so clear to me,
responded person- cally exemplified in his growth from thumbing now that seven
ally to the sibling
years have past
relationship be- through hunting and sports magazines like Field and [sic] and time
tween Jem and Stream and complaining in hisjournal about the lack has wandered
Scout, the singleby. The tramparent family in of control in his life, to becoming the appreciative poline still
which they were reader and analytical researcher of literature like A stands where
being raised, and
the memories
River Runs Through It, and the author of the stories were
the myriad characmade,
ters which re- he places importance on in his life.
just outside the
minded them of
study window,
relatives and neighand now if
bors of their own. Students also iden- cussions. Throughout the unit, I mod- children play and have fun, their haptified with the race, class and gender eled by sharing with the students sto- piness is swallowed by my tears. The
stereotypes the novel's characters fall ries of my own Many of the stu- unusable cars in the driveway, the
victim to. After finishing the novel, dents' stories were triggered by oth- sidewalk cracking, and the irrigation
students were assigned another paper ers stories.
dam rusting don't realize the loss.
on a self-selected topic to be turned
The work we did these three But now as I mourn in the shadow of
in with another completed cover sheet quarters provided me with the data I the giant "pod tree" the trampoline
questioning them about any connec- needed to begin my analysis. In case begins to fray again and life with a
tions their paper may have had to the studies, I analyzed the data as it cor- great loss has to begin again--and I
responses they had to this novel, or responded to responses students gave remember [him]."
on writing assignment cover sheets,
When students were later
any other story.
Third quarter began the Per- comments students made during au given the freedom to self-select their
sonal Anthology unit, which recon- dio-taped conferences and small- own topic for writing assignment
ciled the district's requirement to group discussions, the students' jour number two, Andie chose her friend's
teach autobiography, biography and nal entries, and my own observations death as the topic for her paper. The
research skills during the same quar- of the connections which were made copy-change she'd turned in became
ter. Self-selected writing was sus- between stories. I interpreted this the story's lead. Her paper then conpended during this unit when the stu- data to identify specific connections tinued to be a touching tribute to a
dents were asked to write papers made between stories students were man who "although only a family
which fell within this unit's genres. exposed to and the writing which re- friend. . . for three years was the only
Although they were asked to write sulted, looking specifically for how father I really had." Hurst's style of
both biographies and autobiogra- those connections reveal themselves. structuring sentences, which Andie
phies, they exercised freedom in
Andie [these are not the stu had imitated in the copy-change, is
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evident in lines throughout this pa- parative essay on the book and the filled days, cutting across the glassy
per like: "Poor [woman], now a movie. Then Don earnestly wrote, water leaving nothing but a foamy
widow, left with tears running down "This is kind of a hard assignment for wake behind. Swimming in the cool
her face," and, "The children, left me, I don't know why. I hope I can refreshing lake, eating odds and ends
without a dad, now to live the major find something interesting, I hate do- for lunch. These are the rewards I
events of their lives with the absence ing research papers on things that I receive, and every day possible I was
of their father." Thus "The Scarlet don't find interesting." I realized that out there skiing."
Ibis" may have had an influence on Don probably didn't come across
When "falling into" the
both her choice of topic--death--and things that were hard for him very pages of Maclean's book, Don clearly
her writing style, which included often. I was somewhat anxious about enacts Rosenblatt' s. transactional
embedded descriptive phrases. More how he would respond to an unfamil- reading theory. Don's reading-writimportantly, I observe that by read- iar challenge, and it was heartening ing conversion is most dramatically
ing "The Scarlet Ibis," Andie was indeed to come across this journal exemplified in his growth from
thumbing through hunting and sports
given the framework and tools she entry which reads:
needed in order to tell her very im- "The book "A River Runs Through magazines like Field and Stream and
It" is totally amazing. For some rea- complaining in his journal about the
portant story.
Students in Accelerated En- son I'm drawn to it and I constantly lack of control in his life, to becomglish were given an additional liter- want to fall into its pages and read ing the appreciative reader and anaary analysis assignment that really forever. It's also probably the only lytical researcher of literature like A
challenged them. Notice the dynamic book I have ever spent quite a bit of River Runs Through It, and the auvoice in Don's journal:
time analyzing after I have read it. I thor of the stories he places impor"This is probably the worse assign- think the combination of my interest tance on in his life.
In her journal, Tawni wrote
ment I've ever had. I don't like to in the characters and their lives along
read unless I have to, except maga- with the spectacular poetic writing about her heroes, based on questions
zines, and I don't know things about Norman Maclean puts forth is what I'd asked before reading When the
these stupid literary subjects.
Legends Die. Tawni seemed to
Literature is probably the most
identify very closely with the
boring of all things I could pos- For Justin, connecting with alienation experienced by the
sibly study or research. I have
main character of Borland's
no clue what I will write on, I story allowe d him to shed his novel. While copy-changing a
do know that it would be expassage from Borland's novel,
tough
exterior
to
expose
a
lovtremely difficult for me to find
Tawni writes:
anything I am even remotely in- ing boy grieving over the loss "So Tawni was thrown into a
new family and a new life. A
terested in."
of
his
grandfather,
life of aggravating, disappointWell, Don had felt the
ing arguments, loss of security,
same way about the requirement
long nights alone in a new home, hurtto attend a cultural event outside of makes this book so special to me."
class each quarter. Acting on a hunch,
On his survey form at the ful lectures and having no respect for
I had suggested he go and see A River beginning of the year Don had an- each other and with my Father a life
Runs Through It. My hunch paid off, swered that his favorite stories were of sparse conversations, vague
and Don had loved the film, writing those told by his grandpa about his memories, touch and go vacations,
up a rave review for his cultural event childhood and life. I see both his twice a week visitations and feelings
form that month. I capitalized on that grandfather's and Norman Maclean's of being pulled like a rubberband."
now by recommending that Don influence in Don's final paper, "The
Tawni was able to put her
Days
of
Summer":
might like to read Maclean's story,
own life into the perspective of the
and then look at some reviews of both "My favorite recreation was heroic quest we used in class to
the book and the movie as a compari- waterskiing. I thrive on this sport and chronicle Tom Blackbull' sjourney.
son for his paper. His next journal summer is obviously the time to do
During the Personal Antholentry said that he might do a com- it. Being out on the water on hot, sun- ogy Unit, students were to interview
I
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someone they could contact personally and then write up as their biography. Many students interviewed
friends, parents, relatives,zand some
even went out into the community to
interview local professionals. Tawni
was able to interview one of her favorite authors, because he also happens to be a friend of her dad's.
Tawni' s interview paper began, "My Father
has
known many
people in his
forty-six years
on this planet.
Of all of them,
my favorite is
Chris
Crutcher!" I
found it interesting to read
in Tawni's paper that Mr.
Crutcher
"never reads
any of his own
[books] because he is
sick of them
by the time
they're finished." Tawni was excited
to discover that Chris Crutcher' s favorite book is To Kill a Mockingbird,
and she sees some influences of
Harper Lee's novel on Crutcher's stories. Tawni told me during a conference that her telephone interview
with Chris Crutcher went well because he is funny, and that made her
relax. She learned about herself as a
writer by asking him questions about
his writing process, and seeing connections between the way he uses past
experiences, just as she does.
Justin had never revealed
much about himself. It might have
spoiled the macho image he'd worked

very hard to create. During the autobiography part of the Personal Anthology Unit, I shared my own story,
"The Jacket," which recounts why a
particular jacket. I own is so special
to me because it had been given to
me by my father who has since passed
away. Justin began to write with a
fervor I had not heretofore observed.

"The weird thing is. When that phone
call came, the clock just stopped. No
one had ever noticed that it had done
that before. It didn't start working
again for another year. And nobody
fried to get it to."
For Justin, connecting with story allowed him to shed his tough exterior
to expose a loving boy grieving over
the loss of his
grandfather.
By connecting with story
through reading, writing and
sharing, students can become the authors and readers of their own
and others'
lives. Close examination of
A n d i e '5,
Justin's, Don's
and Tawni's
stories illustrated
the parSmith
ticulars
from
nnia1 High School
vkudian
which I have
generalized
when examinThe class listened in stunned silence ing the reading-writing connections
when Justin volunteered to share the of all twenty of the students I studautobiographical piece he'd been ied. In each of the four cases, I disworking on. Justin wrote with ear- covered that there was a reading-writnestness of his beloved "Papa" as he ng connection which went beneathi
called his grandfather, and of the day surface level bonds to the heart of the
after his Papa's long illness when the important feeling of stories. I have
phone call came. As he listened and attempted to do this the hard way:
interpreted his mother's end of the looking at the process instead of the
phone conversation from his hidden products, the tellers rather than the
spot in the hall, he writes, "That's tales (Fitzgerald 105).
The connections between the
when the crack formed down the
middle of my heart." Justin percep- stories they see, read and hear, arid
tively included the imagery of a clock the stories they tell and, given the
his Papa had given them which sat opportunity, write, which I have obon the mantelpiece in their living served are influenced by in-class
readings, out of class reading, what
room:
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the students are doing in other
classes at school, T.V. shows, pop
culture, music, holidays, personal
experiences, sharing with other
members of the writing community
established in their English class,
and others' stories. I also recognize
the connections with family stories
and the influence of religion and
church in some students' stories.
Students are surrounded by real life
events. As they begin to see these
events as stories with all their inherent patterns, rather than as rand m meaningless events, they mayo

be better able to make sense of it all
and learn from these occasions.
Once students become writers, life
is no longer just happening to them;
they can begin making sense of their
lives as they reflect upon them
through narrative.
These observations would
support my premise that students do
connect with stories. After studying this process, I have also observed that stories bond students
with one another in a way they
might not otherwise connect. It is
the process of using story to create

a bond which can create the magic
of a real reading and writing community in an English classroom. I
will continue to use story in my
classroom to enable students to get
to the heart of what's important to
them, to shape the meaning of their
own experience, and to be empowered as authors who have a story to
tell. I encourage using narrative as
a way to create such a climate.
More than ever now, I respect students' stories and story's importance
in their lives.
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